In this paper, we consider a K-server multi-class thresholdbased queueing system with hysteresis in which the number of servers, employed for servicing customers of each class i, is governed by a forward threshold vector F , = [F, (1), F, (2), • . . , F i ( K i -1)] and a reverse threshold vector R = [Ri(1), Ri(2), . . . , R i ( K ; -1)]. There are many applications and systems where a multi-class threshold-based queueing system can be of great use. One motivation for using thresholdbased techniques is that such systems incur significant server setup, usage, and removal costs. And, as in most practical situations, an important concern is not only the system performance but rather its cost/performance ratio. The motivation for use of hysteresis is to control the cost during momentary fluctuations in workload. Moreover, servers in such systems are often needed by multiple classes of workloads, and hence, it is desirable to find good approaches to sharing these serw~rs among the different workloads, preferably without statically partitioning the server pool among the classes; threshold-based techniques constitute one category of such approaches. Consequently, an important and distinguishing characteristic of our work is that we consider a multi-class system, which is needed in modeling of many applications and systems. Our main goal in this work is to develop an efficient method for solving such models and computing the corresponding performance measures of interest, which can subsequently be used in evaluating designs of threshold-based systems.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider a multi-class K-server thresholdbased queueing system with hysteresis in which the number of servers, employed for servicing customers of class i, i = *This work was supported in part by the NSF C A R E E R grant CCR-98-96232.
tThis work was supported in part by the Mainline and RGC research grants. This multi-server multi-class queueing system has a total of K servers where the allocation of servers to classes is performed as follows. Each class is allocated a minimum of one server. Thus, a customer of class i arriving to an empty system is served by a single server. A new arrival of a class i customer to a system with Fi (j) class i customers already there (and j servers already allocated to that class) forces an attempt, to allocate one additional server to class i, where j = 1 . . . Ki -1, and Ki is the maximum number of servers that can be allocated for service of class i customers. A departure of a class i customer from a system (with j + 1 servers allocated to that class prior to this departure) which leaves behind R~ (j) customers of class i forces a de-allocation of a server, where j = 1 . . . K~ -1 --that is, it forces the return of a server, that was earlier allocated to class i, to the pool of "free" servers which are available for allocation to all classes• Hence, the N classes share a pool of K servers, with a dynamic allocation of servers to classes governed by a set of One motivation for using a threshold-based approach is that many systems incur significant server setup, usage, and removal costs. And, as in most practical situations, an important concern of a system designer is not only the system performance but rather its cost/performance ratio. Furthermore, servers (resources) in a system are often needed by multiple classes of workloads (applications), and hence, it is desirable to find good approaches to sharing these servers among the different workloads, preferably without statically partitioning the server pool among the classes. More specifically, under light class i loads, it is not desirable to operate unnecessarily many servers for that class, due to the incurred setup and usage costs as well as due to the performance consequences of that class under-utilizing the servers while other classes are (possibly) experiencing high loads.
On the other hand, it is also not desirable for a system to exhibit very long delays, which can result from lack of servers under heavy loads. One approach to improving the cost/performance ratio of a system is to dynamically react to changes in workload through the use of thresholds. For in-stance, one can maintain the expected job response time in a system at an acceptable level, and at the same time maintain an acceptable cost for operating that system, by dynamically adding or removing servers, depending on the system load. Similarly, one can use the threshold-based server allocation approach to reduce the sensitivity of performance characteristics of a class of customers to the workload of other classes without having to statically partition resources between the classes. (We illustrate this further in Section 4.)
There are many applications where threshold-based resource management policies can be employed, and thus performance evaluation of such systems through analysis of multi-class threshold-based queueing systems can be of great use. For instance, the Novell file server maintains a memory pool such that a fraction of it is used for communication buffers and a fraction is used for file buffers, where threshold-based policies are implemented in order to make decisions about when to increase the number of network buffers and when to decreases it; the threshold values are based on perceived packet losses due to increases in network traffic activity. Similarly, OS design has been moving towards maintaining a common buffer space pool that can be dynamically managed between the various I/O processes. Furthermore, in transport protocols of communication networks [12] , several transport-layer connections are multiplexed onto a single network layer connection. Whenever the traffic exceeds a certain threshold in the network-layer connection, another network-layer connection can be created to service the incoming traffic from the transport layer. Using such a control mechanism, severe degradations in throughput and delay can be avoided; at the same time operation costs can be kept at an acceptable level.
Another example application is a system providing information query service via the Internet. As the number of queries increases, the number of servers, needed to maintain certain (acceptable) system response time characteristics, is also increased. Since the cost of setting up server connections can be significant 1, the use of a threshold-based approach can result in a cost-controlled creation and deletion of these connection, according to the changes in the workload. Thus, the model presented in this paper and its efficient solution will be beneficial for many systems and applications.
As in the case of electronic circuits that are prone to oscillation effects, a "simple" threshold-based system may not suffice. In a computer system, one reason for avoiding oscillations are the above mentioned server setup and removal costs, i.e., oscillations coupled with non-negligible server setup and removal costs can result in a poor cost/performance ratio of a system. More specifically, it is desirable to add servers only when a system is moving towards a heavily loaded operation region, and it is desirable to remove servers only when a system is moving towards a lightly loaded operation region --it is not desirable to alter the number of servers during "momentary" changes in workload, i,e., during oscillations. Such oscillation regions can be avoided by adding a hysteresis to the system --hence the motivation for looking for efficient analysis techniques of threshold-based queueing systems with hysteresis behavior.
1For instance, it may be necessary to broadcast information about the newly added server to the already active servers in the system.
As already mentioned, a threshold-based queueing system with hysteresis is defined by the forward and the reverse threshold vectors (see Section 2 for details). The actual values, or rather what are "good" values for these vectors is a function of many factors, such as the characteristics of the server setup, usage, and removal costs, characteristics of the arrival process and the service rates, as well as the possible "interaction" between the different classes of workloads. Our main goal in this work is to develop an efficient method for solution of multi-class multi-server thresholdbased queueing models with hysteresis and computation of corresponding performance measures of interest. The question of optimal values for the threshold vectors is, in general, a difficult problem and is outside the scope of this paper. We must point out, however, that efficient model solution techniques can be of great use in evaluating various parameter settings (such as the threshold values) and hence are needed for performance evaluation of systems that manage resources in a threshold-based manner. Such analytical models are especially useful at design time, when the speed of evaluation is key. Thus, we believe that our solution method, due to its efficiency, facilitates accessible experimentation techniques for investigating the "goodness" of various threshold-based designs and parameter settings (refer to Section 4 for numerical examples).
Given the above motivation for the use of threshold-based systems with hysteresis, in this paper we present an efficient technique for solving the corresponding analytical models and computing various performance measures of interest. We begin with a very brief survey of some of the existing literature on the threshold-based queueing problem. A twoserver system is considered in [13] , [14] , and [20] . An approximate solution for solving a degenerate form of this problem (where all thresholds are set to zero) is presented in [6, 8] ; an approximate solution for a system that employs (nonzero) thresholds is presented in [21] (but without hysteresis). In [7] , the authors solve a multi-server threshold-based queueing system with hysteresis, using the Green's function method [5, 9, 10] . In [16] We give a solution of several forms of the multi-server threshold-based queueing system with hysteresis using stochastic complementation [17] . Lastly, techniques for computation of bounds for performance measures of multi-server threshold-based queueing systems with hysteresis and non-instantaneous server activation are given in [3] .
In this work, we consider and solve a multi-class multi-server threshold-based queueing system with hysteresis. The contributions of this work are as follows. To the best of our knowledge, none of the works described above give an efficient analyticM solution technique for analyzing multi-class threshold-based systems with hysteresis behavior. Since in many applications, such as the ones described above, multiple types of workloads "compete" for a pool of resources, we consider it an important and distinguishing characteristic of our work. Specifically, we present an iterative solution technique which solves the multi-class model by "breaking" it up into N single class models, "coupled" through a set of model parameters which capture the interaction between classes. As shown in Section 4, in most test cases, this iterative approach produces accurate results and allows for efficient computation of performance measures of interest.
Furthermore, we study the performance characteristics of threshold-based systems and show that proper choices of design parameters, such as threshold values, can produce significant improvements in system performance. Using this study, we illustrate the utility of our approach in evaluating designs of threshold-based systems, where "good" parameter settings constitute not only an important but a difficult problem. We believe that the efficiency and accuracy of our approach facilitates large-scale experimentation with parameter settings and subsequent performance evaluation studies of threshold-based designs of systems.
Finally, we note that a variety of iterative approaches have been used in the literature for construction of approximation techniques (e.g., refer to [2] ). For instance, an iterative technique for a somewhat different control schemes for dynamic resource sharing between multiple classes is employed in [18, 19] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a description of our model (with further details given in [4] ). Section 3 describes our iterative approach to solving the multi-class model (with details of the derivation of an individual class model solution, utilized by the iteratire approach, given in [4] ). The goodness of this approach, i.e., its a c c u r a c y and utility in system design and evaluation, is discussed in Section 4 through the use of numerical results. Finally, our conclusions are given in Section 5.
SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we describe our multi-class threshold-based queueing model with hysteresis behavior which has an infinite state space and can be defined as follows. There is~a total of K servers in the system, where K is unrestricted. The service time requirements of a class i customer are exponentially distributed with parameter #i. The customer arrival process is Poisson with rate A and probability ai that an arriving customer is of class i, where g ~i = l a i = 1 and 1 < i < N. T h a t is, we consider a multi-class system with N classes, where N is unrestricted.
Addition and removal of servers for serving customers Of class i is governed by the forward and the reverse thresh-
Given a pool of K servers where each server is able to serve a customer of any class, each class i starts-out with one server and may a t t e m p t to obtain at most Ki servers. These servers are allocated for service of class i customers and returned to the pool of available servers based on the number of class i customers currently in the system (as stated more formally below). In general, ~/N=i I4"i may be greater than, equal to, or less than K; although the more interesting case is where ~iN=l Ki > K.
Given a K server N class threshold-based queueing system with hysteresis, we model it as a Markovian process .A4 with the following state space S: We also assume that a i i = o0; hence, we have no restrictions on queue length when the m a x i m u m number of servers that m a y b e needed by class i have been allocated (i.e., when sl = Ki). The limitation on queue length when sl < Ki is motivated by system design considerations. T h a t is, if the system reaches a point where its design dictates that another server be allocated for class i workload, but a server is not available (i.e., all K of the system's servers are already allocated), then it is reasonable to assume that the system is (at least) temporarily overloaded, partly due to sharing of resources with other classes. And, rejection or blocking of customers is a reasonable approach to dealing with overload conditions. Of course, a "real" system will also not have an infinite queue length, when the m a x i m u m number of servers (K{) for class i has been allocated. In this case, we may either (1) use a finite queue length model (i.e., a/K i is finite) and study the system's performance under a given queue size limitation, or (2) allow an infinite queue length (i.e., a/K i = oo) and use the model to study queue length requirements of the corresponding system. Our solution methodology (refer to Section 3) allows for either type of a model, but for simplicity of exposition, in the remainder of the paper we will focus our discussion on the infinite queue version (i.e., where a{ is finite, for j . = 1 , . . . , K~ -1, and al K' ----cx:~) 2.
Formally, the transition structure of .A/I is as follows. T h e transitions corresponding to arrivals are:
. . , n i + l , s i + l , . . .
, n N , S N )
if C2 (2) 2Note that, the server allocation/deallocation scheme described here does not preclude potential idling of servers, due to (a) requiring that each class is allocated at least one server and (b) allocation of servers to classes on arrivals only. Many other control schemes are possible and are subject of future work.
where C1 is
( ) (s, < Ki) ^ (~ sj = K) ^ (F,(s~) < n, < F,(si) + a?)
j=l and C2 is
The transitions corresponding to departures are:
where C3 is
and C4 is
4 = ((nl > O) A (ni --l = Ri(si --1)) A (si > 1))
A more detailed explanation of the derivation of conditions C1 through C4 is given in [4] .
I T E R A T I V E M E T H O D F O R S O L U T I O N O F A M U L T I -C L A S S M O D E L
In this section we describe our iterative approach to solving the model presented in Section 2. As described in Section 2, the corresponding Markov process, .Ad, is infinite (in multiple dimensions), and hence our choices for solution are to either (a) simulate Ad, or (b) look for special structure, or (c) look for efficient approximation techniques. Since .M appears to lack sufficient structure for an efficient exact solution, below we describe an approximate solution technique, using iteration. The use of an approximation is motivated by the desire to construct an efficient solution approach (and simulation can be significantly slower t h a n analytical solutions).
Basic A p p r o a c h
The basic approach that we pursue here is as follows. The original model .hd is approximately "broken up" into N single class Markovian models, .A/~i,.A/~2,..., jk..~g, which are "coupled" through a set of blocking probabilities (see Section 3.2 for a more detailed description of the .A,4i's). More specifically, the interaction between classes occurs when class i requires allocation of another server (due to the crossing of a forward threshold), and no servers are available in the system (i.e., all K servers have already been allocated) due to the workload of other classes. Hence, in general, there is a non-zero probability that class i, which has already activated sl servers, is not able to add a server upon the forward threshold crossing. Let us refer to this as a "blocking" probability 7ai,~i, which (approximately) captures this interaction between classes 3. We now describe our iterative approach.
Let .AdZ n) be the Markovian process corresponding to the individual class i model at iteration n with a corresponding steady state probability vector $¢},0. The parameters of each .Ad} n) are computed as a function of blocking probal~( n ) ~(n) ~(~) }, which are in turn
computed as a function of the steady state probability vecz_(n-D tor, "i , obtained during the previous iteration. (We give the details of the construction of .hd~ =) and the computation of ~'}=) below4.) Then, an overview of our iterative approach is (a more detailed and formal description is given in Section 3.3):
AA(°)' ,v,1 ,--,2 , . . . , ' ' ' N , s e t n = 0 (this is iteration 0); 2. solve Ad~),.hd(2'~),... ,.ADZ ), i.e., compute the corresponding steady state probabilities to obtain ~n ) , #~,~)
• ..,#(gn); set n----n--b1;
3. use these steady state probabilities to compute p i n ) , 
Given a Ki-server single class threshold-based queueing system with hysteresis, we model it as a Markov process .hdl with the following state space Si:
where k is the n u m b e r of customers in the class i queueing system and j is the number of allocated servers. Figure 1 3Of course, this is an approximation, and hence, the following description of the .Adi'S used in the iterative solution technique is also an approximation.
4Note that there are multiple approaches to constructing A4(0), i s, i.e., multiple ways to start the iteration; we give details of one such approach below. illustrates the state transition diagram for such a system where Ki ----2. Formally, the transition structure of .hdl can be specified as follows 5 , where all transitions are from state (k, j), with the state description given above:
Ai j=Ki
We now proceed to a more detailed'description of our iterative solution technique for the multi-class system. We do this under the assumption that, given Pi, we know how to construct .A41 (using Equation (5) above) and compute ~i (the steady state probability vector corresponding to Adi). The procedure for computing ~i, is given 6 in Section 3.5.
Iterative Computation
First, note that in general, there are two cases to consider here:
Case 1: ~/N=i Ki ~ K; that is, we have a "trivial" case, where the classes do not interfere with each other, and we can solve each individual class model once (i.e., no need for iteration) using the procedure given in Section 3.5 with P~,j = 0, Vi, j.
Case 2: ~V=l Ki > K, where it is possible that an attempt at server allocation for class i may fail because all K servers in the system are currently allocated. As described above, in this case a form of blocking occurs and we solve the model using our iterative approach outlined in Section 3.1 whose details are now presented below.
5Note that, the transition rates described here are a function of the blocking probabilities, T'i,t, which change from iteration to iteration, as outlined above; however, for simplicity of notation, we do not indicate the iteration step number in the description of the transition structure of a class i model. 6The motivation for first discussing the iterative technique is to simpfify the presentation of our approach.
Note also that, the main difficulty in the iterative technique outlined in Section 3.1 is in determining an appropriate procedure for computing the blocking probabilities which capture the class interaction, i.e., the probabilities that, upon a forward threshold crossing, it is not possible to allocate another server to class i. Recall that, during the n th iteration (n _> 0), 7~},~ ) is the blocking probability of class i (1 < i < N) to which l servers have already been allocated (1 < l < Ki -1). Before we proceed, let us state the following definitions. Then the probability mass function of X', denoted by ~'x,, is equal to g(Trx, L1,L2) where function g is defined such that:
Let ~}n)[k, j] be the steady state probability of class i having k customers (k > 0) in the system and an allocation of j servers (1 _< j _< K~), computed during the n th iteration. Let It} '~) denote the steady state probability vector of the number of servers allocated to class i, where 7r} n) [j] denotes the steady state probability of j servers having been allocated to class i, as computed during the n *h iteration. Thus, we have:
k Finally, let Q~n) be the transition rate matrix corresponding to the class i model Ad} '~), during the n th iteration, which is computed using the transition structure of Ad} '~) given in Equation (5) and p[,~-l), where 1 < l < Ki -1. Then, the iterative procedure is as follow:
2.
Initialization step: set n = 0 and set 7 ~(°) ~ 0 for i,l 1 < l < Ki. Given these initial values of blocking probabilities, for each class i, we can construct Q}0) using the transition structure given in Equation (5) and then compute ~i=(°) using the procedure given in Section 3.5.
Once we compute the steady state probability vector ~.~0) for each class i, we can then compute their respec-_(o),~ tire server allocation probability vectors, "i ~, using Equation (7). The ~r~°)'s are in turn needed in the computation of the blocking probabilities, T'(U's (step i,l 2 below).
Updating of blocking probabilities step: n = n + 1, and
The first condition in Equation (8) indicates that the system has a sufficient number of servers for all classes (we include this for completeness). The second condition indicates that the system has sufficient resources to allocate at least one more server to class i without affecting the maximum possible server allocation of other classes. In the last condition, the F function is used to compute the blocking probability, at iteration n, for class i which has l servers already allocated to it.
F(i,l,n) can be computed as follows. Let .Am(i,l,n)
be the random variable, at iteration n, denoting server allocation of class m, when class i has been allocated l servers. Let Tin(i, l, n) be the probability mass function of .An(i, l, n). Then we have:
Tm(i,l,n) = g(Tr~-l),l, Lm) (9) for m = {1,2,... ,i-1,i+1,... ,N} where function g is defined through Equation (6) and Lm is as follows:
{ Km ifK-l-(N-2)>Km
(10)
L~ = K-l-(N-2)
otherwise and ~(,~-1) in Equation (9) is computed using Equation (7). The normalization in Equation (9) is used to account for the fact that if we know that the system already allocated l servers to class i, then the system only has (K -l) servers remaining. Out of these (K -l) remaining servers, the system needs to allocate (N -2) to customers that are neither in class i nor in class m (i.e., the system allocates at least one server to each class). Therefore, if the system potentially has at least Km available servers, then Am (i, l, n) can have values in {1,... ,Kin}; otherwise, the random variable .A~(i,l,n) can only take on values in {1, 2,... ,K-l-(N-2)}.
Let B(i, l, n) be a non-negative random variable, at iteration n, denoting the server allocation of all classes except class i, where class i already has l servers allocated to it. Let ~(i,l,n) be the probability mass function of/3(i, l, n). Then we have:
3.
4.
The normalization in Equation (11) is used to account for the fact that if the system has already allocated l servers to class i, then the number of servers that have been allocated to other classes can only range in
{N-i,N,... ,K-l}.
Lastly, F(i, l, n), the function used to compute blocking probabilities, at iteration n, corresponding to class i with l allocated servers is:
where q(i, l, n; K -l) = Prob[B(i, l, n) = K -l] and ~I'(i, l, n) is computed using Equation (11) .
Updating of individual class models step: given the blocking probabilities P[,~) of class i in Equation (8), we can compute the new rate matrix Q~n) (based on the transition structure given in Equation (5)) and then compute the corresponding steady state probabilities ~r~ '~) (using the procedure given in Section 3.5) as well as ~'~), the probability vector of server allocation of class i (using Equation (7)). (The Ir~ ~)'s will in turn be needed in theupdating of the blocking probabilities, "P[,7+l)'s (step 2 above).)
Test of convergence step: if I~/,?)-:P[,?-I)
[ _< e for each class i, 1 < i < N, and eachl, 1 < l < Ki-1, then stop. Otherwise, go to step 2 and continue iterating.
Computation of Performance Measures
In this section we briefly discuss computation of performance measures. Given the steady state probabilities "wl, i = 1,... , N, computed using the iterative approach described above, we can compute various performance measures of interest. More specifically, for each class i we can compute performance measures which can be expressed in the form of a Markov reward function, 7~i, where 
2). Hence, A~ = Ai(1 -~-,g,-I Pih~i[Fi(j) + a~,j]).

L-,j=I
We believe that the more interesting performance measures are those computed on a per class basis, since a useful part of studying performance of multi-class threshold-based systems is to discover the effect that the various classes have on one another. Hence above (and in Section 4) we have concentrate on per class performance measures. However, we can also use these to compute overall system performance measures, for instance, as a weighted average of the individual class performance measures. For example, we can compute the expected system response time, E[T], as follows:
E[T] = ~ E[T~] + ~ E[T~] + . . . + ~ E[TN]
where A* = ~N=~ X~.
3.5
Analysis of the Individual Class Model
In this section we briefly summarize the solution technique for the individual class model which was defined in Section 3.2. Specifically, we use the single class solution technique we derived in [16] with some modifications needed to account for the structure of the multi-class model. Since these modification axe mostly straightforward, we only summarize the solution technique in this section, ~nd give the details
in N
The general approach is as follows. As already stated, we model the class i queueing system as a Markov process, .h,4j, where: (1) the main goal is to compute the" steady state probabilities of the Maxkov process and use these to compute various performance metrics of interest and (2) the main difficulty is that the Maxkov process is infinite (see Section 3.2) and thus "difficult" to solve using a "direct" approach 7.
As is often done in these cases, we need to look for special structure that might exist in the Markov process; specifically, we take advantage of the stochastic complementation technique [17] . The basic approach to computing the steady state probabilities of the Maxkov process and the corresponding performance measures is as follows. We first partition the state space of the original Maxkov process .L,/~ into disjoint sets. Using the concept of stochastic complementation, for each set, we compute the conditional steady state probability w;ctor, given that the original Maxkov process A,4j is in that set. (A relatively simple construction of the stochastic complement is possible due to the special structure that exists in the individual class models; specifically we exploit the "single entry" structure as in [16] .) By applying the state aggregation technique [1] , we aggregate each set into a single state and then compute the steady state probabilities for the aggregated process, i.e., the probabilities of the system being in any given set. Lastly, we apply the disaggregation technique [1] 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND VALIDA-TION OF APPROXIMATION
In this section, we present numerical examples which illustrate (1) the accuracy of our iterative solution technique 7We could consider finite versions of the model or truncation of the infinite version [11] ; however, in either case the Maxkov process would still be very large and the computational complexity of a "direct" solution for a reasonable size system still high.
as compared with simulation as well as (2) the use of our solution technique in studying performance of designs of threshold-based systems with hysteresis behavior.
Accuracy of our approach. We begin with the illustration of accuracy of our iterative solution. Thus, in addition to solving each example model, represented by the Maxkovian process .h,4, using our iterative approach (as described in Section 3) we also simulate .A/l, for the purpose of validating this solution technique. In all experiments presented here, our iterative approach uses = 0.0000001 (refer to Section 3 for details). Note that, in this section, we use the mean response time of each class i, as the performance metric of interest. Lastly, parameter settings s for all test cases presented in this section are listed in Table 1 . As can be seen from these figures, the difference between the two results is small (e.g., in the case of Figure 2 , the largest difference is ~ 5%). Given such small differences, which are difficult to assess using graphs, we present the remainder of the accuracy related experiments using tables 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 21], a3 = [3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3 Table 2 is not the most interesting case from a design point of view, it is used to illustrate that our iterative approach "does the right thing", i.e., it produces the same results for all classes, for a system where all classes behave identically. Furthermore, as can be seen from Tables 2-6 the accuracy of our technique is good, even under high contention.
Note that, we have performed many more experiments than we have been able to include in the paper. The results of those experiments are similar to the ones included here and can be found in a technical report [4] . OverM1, the percentage error in most cases we tested was within 5%, with few cases having an error of greater than 12%.
As is probably expected, in our experiments, the higher error cases corresponded to fairly high contention cases. These are also the cases that likely corresponded to "poor" designs where a reduction in contention for resources between classes is needed in order to obtain a system with good performance characteristics. In most of our experiments (some of which are presented below), the performance improvements that could be obtained, for instance, through better threshold settings, were significantly higher (percentage-wise) than the loss in accuracy due to our approximation. Hence, this is a good indication that our iterative technique is a useful tool for fast and fairly accurate assessment of thresholdbased designs that can be used, for instance, for searching for good threshold settings. Next, we illustrate some of the performance tradeoffs and designs that can be studied using our technique.
Response time behavior.
We begin by illustrating, in Figure 4 , the somewhat "peculiar" response time behavior of threshold-based resource management techniques as well as their potential utility in dynamic resource management of systems. In this figure we depict a three class system where we fix the arrival rate of classes 1 and 2 (at A1 = A2 = 2.0) and vary the arrival rate [..
.< of class 3. We can make a couple of observation here: (1) the response time curve of class 3 shows the "peculiar" response time behavior mentioned above, i.e., it first increases, then "flattens" out and then increases again, as a function of increasing arrival rate; (2) the response time curves of classes 1 and 2 are flat, i.e., the increased workload in the system due to class 3 does not appear to affect the response time of classes 1 and 2, ewm though there is contention for resources between all classes.
Performance sensitivity. We continue in Figures 5 and 6 with the demonstration of the last point, where we illustrate that it is worth while to study the behavior of threshold-based systems, for instance, to search for better threshold settings, as the changes in performance (due to better parameter settings) are often significant. Given a fast and fairly accurate analytical solution technique (such as ours), these studies can be made efficient• System Arrival Rate The first observation is, of course, due to the fact that in threshold-based systems the response time can improve at higher loads due to the crossing of a forward threshold (which does not occur at lower loads). The second observation suggests that threshold-based techniques can reduce the sensitivity of performance characteristics of a class of customers to the workload of other classes without having to partition resources statically.
In Figure 5 all classes begin with the same characteristics. We then vary the threshold settings of class 4 to experiment with the effect this has on class 4 performance as well as on the performance of the remaining classes. As can be seen from this figure, we are able to improve class 4 performance with "more aggressive" threshold settings, without it having a significant effect (in most cases) on the performance of the remaining classes. It is interesting to note that in places Table 5 : Test Case #5. where this does have an effect on the performance of the other classes (e.g., at A = 6.3) the actual effect is somewhat unexpected. That is, one might expect that the "more aggressive" threshold settings of class 4 might detriment the performance of other classes; however that is not the case here.
In general, it is often difficult to predict the effects of changes in threshold settings, partly due to unusual response time behavior of threshold-based systems and partly due to the interaction of such behavior with systems employing some form of blocking behavior. In the case of Figure 5 , this behavior may partly be due to the "more aggressive" threshold settings aiding in processing of the class 4 workload faster and hence resulting in greater resource availability for the other classes as well. Thus, experimentation with effects of threshold settings on system performance is of importance, and the ability to solve the corresponding models efficiently facilitates such experimentation.
In Figure 6 we study the effects of changes in threshold settings of class 2 where all three classes exhibit significantly different characteristics. In this case, partly due to the "more aggressive" settings of thresholds (in configuration A as compared to configuration B), the performance of class 2 improves, but again without having a significant effect on the other two classes.
Lastly, although we have not provided proofs of convergence or of the performance of the iterative technique in terms of convergence rates, we have performed extensive experimentations to gather empirical evidence that our technique does converge, and that it converges fairly quickly. Our experiments indicate that for most test cases the iterative approach converges within approximately 5 to 10 iterations. Based on the "wall clock" time, in most test cases, it produces results more than two orders of magnitude faster than simulation. We note that, in general, theoretical characterization of convergence of iterative techniques which use more than a single parameter (to characterize the intercation between the models), which is the case in our approach, is difficult.
In summary, the main focus of this section was the illustration of utility of our approach in evaluating designs of threshold-based systems, where "good" parameter settings, such as threshold valhes, constitute a difficult problem. We believe that the efficiency and accuracy of our solution technique facilitates large-scale experimentation with parameter settings and subsequent evaluation of performance of threshold-based designs of systems.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have considered a K-server multi-class threshold-based queueing system with hysteresis in which the number of servers, employed for serving customers of each class i, is governed by forward and reverse threshold vectors. The main motivations for using a threshold-based approach was that (a) many applications incur significant server setup, usage, and removal costs and (b) that it is a good approach to dynamically managing a pool of resources between multiple workload classes. The motivation for the use of hysteresis was to control the cost during momentary fluctuations in workload. An important and distinguishing characteristic of our work is that we developed an efficient analytical solution technique for analyzing multi-class threshold-based systems with hysteresis behavior, which is needed in modeling of many applications. Specifically, we proposed an iterative solution method, which our empirical evidence indicates to be fast and fairly accurate. Most of our test cases were within 5 percent of the simulation results (used for validation purposes) with more than two orders of magnitude improvement in computation time (as compared to simulation). Furthermore, we studied the performance characteristics of threshold-based systems and showed that proper choices of design parameters, such as threshold values, can produce significant improvements in system per- formance. Using this study, we illustrated the utility of our approach in evaluating designs of threshold-based systems, where "good" parameter settings constitute not only an important but a difficult problem. We believe that the efficiency and accuracy of our approach facilitates largescale experimentation with parameter settings and subsequent performance evaluation studies of threshold-based designs of systems.
